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Design engineers turn designs into reality. Without them, a great idea but nothing 

more than,  ….       well, a great idea. 
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Honda Project 2&4 Concept is an exciting car-motorcycle hybrid

The MotoGP-powered Project 2&4 Concept offers the freedom of a motorcycle and the 

maneuverability of a car, all packed in three meters of length and 400 kg of weight.

Overall length is just 3,040 

mm, width 1,820 mm and 

height 995 mm and the 

overall weight is just 405 

kg, which along with the 

low center of gravity 

contributes to a high 

responsiveness and 

maximizes the 

performance enabled 

by the mid-mounted 

engine.

The body design and engine 

position has been inspired by the 

Honda RA272 of 1965. The 

structure reveals the core frame 

and functional parts of the car, 

similarly to a sports bike.

The Honda Project 2&4 is the 

winning entry from the 

company’s ‘Global Design 

Project’, a challenge which 

saw the participation of over 

80 designers and creators 

from the company’s design 

studios.

The objective of this annual 

contest is to challenge team 

and project members to 

share one goal and achieve 

high targets. In particular, the 

Concept was conceived by 

Honda’s motorcycle design 

studio in Asaka and designed 

in collaboration with the 

automobile design studio in 

Wako.
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The ‘floating seat’ design places 

the driver as close to the action as 

possible, evoking the freedom of 

a bike and completing the 

immersion provided by Honda 

Project 2&4’s extreme 

performance, 14,000 rpm red line 

and unique engineering.
The engine, developed for the 

MotoGP RC213V and specially 

tuned for the public road, is a 

999 cc V-4 four-stroke unit with 

a power output of over 215 PS 

at 13,000 rpm, and a peak 

torque of over 118 Nm is 

delivered at 10,500 rpm. The 

engine is coupled with a six-

speed DCT gearbox 

transmission.

The main purpose of the vehicle is 

to offer the driver an immersive, 

thrilling driving experience.

The exhilarating feeling created from 

the open cockpit is significantly 

enhanced by the driver’s seat, 

uniquely suspended just above the 

road.

Honda Project 2&4 Concept is an exciting car-motorcycle hybrid
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Lamborghini Huracán Spyder LP 610-4

Presented at the Frankfurt Motor Show, the Lamborghini Huracán Spyder features an electrohydraulic, 

lightweight soft top aerodynamic solutions to improve open-air driving comfort.

The most distinctive feature of the 

Huracán Spyder is its new soft top, which is 

available in three different colors: black, 

brown and red.

Even with the roof up, the lines of the 

Spyder differ significantly from those of the 

coupé. At 4.46 meters (175.59 in) long and 

1.92 meters (75.59 in) wide, the 

Lamborghini Huracán Spyder stands just 

1.18 meters (46.46 in) high.

The lightweight soft top fits into the 

Spyder’s silhouette while up, and it is 

complemented by hidden automatic 

pop-up safety bars that don’t interfere 

with the open car’s low silhouette.

The electrohydraulic, lightweight soft top 

opens via a button positioned on the 

central tunnel in just 17 seconds up to a 

driving speed of 50 km/h (31 mph).
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Whether the soft top is up or down, the driver 

can also electronically open the rear window, 

which functions as a windshield when closed 

and when open, as an amplifier of the unique 

engine sound of the naturally aspirated V10.

With the roof down, a distinctive design solution with two movable fins has been developed. The 

fins become visible during the opening process, rising out of the folding roof casing and perfectly 

defining the design of the open car. Enhancing the car’s low, powerful appearance, these rear 

fins that start at the seatbacks continue the roof line to the rear, perfectly shaping the side view of 

the Spyder. An integrated duct reduces turbulence in the headroom during open top driving.

The hybrid chassis of the 

Huracán Spyder LP 610-4 

combines aluminum 

components front and rear 

with extensive carbon fiber 

elements in the occupants’ 

cell. The exterior skin is made 

from aluminum.

The main performances are a 

top speed of 324 km/h (201 

mph), a 0-100 km/h (62 mph) 

time of 3.4 seconds, and a 0-

200 km/h (124 mph) time of 

10.2 seconds.

The new Spyder has a dry weight of just 

1,542 kilograms (3,399 lbs), giving it a power-

to-weight ratio of 2.53 kilograms (5.57 lbs) 

per hp.

Lamborghini Huracán Spyder LP 610-4
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The new smart fortwo cabrio

Smart has revealed the new Fortwo Cabrio, featuring a new B pillar design and a flexible, electric 

powered soft top.

Maintaining the design DNA and the 

compact dimensions (length/width/height: 

2.69/1.66/1.55 m) of the Smart Fortwo and 

Forfour, the new Smart Cabrio is 

characterized by a B-pillar narrower than on 

the closed variant and a more progressive 

styling of the tridion safety cell, which give 

the car a sportier and more forward-

focused look.

The design includes all the trademark 

styling cues of the brand, including 

the typical silhouette with ultra-short 

overhangs, the clear lines, shapes 

and surfaces, the tridion safety cell 

and the new face with the fading 

honeycomb grille design and the 

rhombic headlamps.

The fabric soft top can be 

opened fully automatically in 

twelve seconds – even when 

driving at top speed. With the 3-

button key the soft top can also 

be opened from outside the car 

by remote control.
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The side roof bars can be 

removed thus enabling a 

fullcabrio experience. Once 

removed, the roof bars can 

be stowed on the inside of 

the tailgate:

this compartment also offers 

additional stowage space 

for small items, for example 

fluorescent jacket, first-aid kit 

or warning triangle

The outer covering of the 

soft top is made of a 

particularly lightfast 

polyacrylic fabric and the 

inside features a 

polyester/cotton mix. There 

is a rubber layer in the 

middle. The soft top has a 

total thickness of 20 

mm. The rear windscreen is 

heated and is made of 

glass.

The new smart fortwo cabrio is the most rigid smart cabrio

ever, with a torsional strength improved by around 15 

percent compared with the predecessor. The material mix 

comprises a high proportion of ultra-high strength hot-

formed steels and maximum-strength multiphase steels. In 

addition, the cabrio has been specifically reinforced in 

decisive places in comparison to the coupé. The 

modifications include a large steel cross under the vehicle, 

two torsional bulkheads under the vehicle at the front and 

rear and an inner tube in the A-pillars made of high strength 

hot-formed steel.

The fortwo cabrio also maintains the agility typical of 

the brand – at 6.95 m (from kerb to kerb) and 7.30 m 

(from wall to wall) turning manoeuvres are extremely 

simple. The new cabrio will initially be available with 

two state-of-the-art three-cylinder engines rated at 52 

kW/71 hp and 66 kW/90 hp. Both engines can be 

combined with the five-speed manual transmission or 

the fully automatic twinamic dual clutch transmission.

The new smart fortwo cabrio
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Hyundai N 2025 Vision Gran Turismo Concept

At the 2015 Frankfurt Motor Show Hyundai has presented the full-size prototype of its N 2025 Vision 

Gran Turism, a concept that explores the potential of the new N sub-brand.

The Hyundai N 2025 Vision 

Gran Turismo’s design 

concept draws inspiration 

from aeronautics and the 

testing ground called ‘Muroc

Dry Lake’ .

The audacious spirit shown 

by pilots at Muroc Dry 

Lake was the main motif 

for the design of the car, 

which for this reason is also 

called ‘Muroc’.

As air flows through the trademark hexagonal grille to the boat-shaped underbody structure, the tube-type underflow air 

supply duct connected to the rear minimizes pressure to the underbody to produce maximum downforce. In addition, the 

air brakes activate according to speed and brake usage as well as reduce drag.

The exterior borrows 

cues from jet fighters 

and was create so as it 

appears to be floating, 

like a machine crafted 

for grounded 

aeronautics.

The Hyundai N 2025 

Vision Gran Turismo’s

powertrain is based on 

world’s first mass-

produced Hyundai 

hydrogen fuel cell 

system.
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To maximize the emotional experience of the 

vehicle, Hyundai Motor’s Sound Design Research 

Lab designed a unique racing car sound system for 

fuel cell based cars.

The sounds from the air 

blower’s turbine that spins at 

around 200,000 rpm, the 

unique frequency of fuel cell 

stacks, the purging sound 

from the hydrogen cooling 

system and the high-pitched 

in-wheel motor sound 

harmoniously combine to 

produce a distinct race car 

rumble.

The total system output is 650 kW 

(884 PS), with the dual fuel cell 

stacks providing 500 kW (680 PS), 

and the super capacitor system 

generating an additional 150 kW 

(204 PS) by using energy 

regeneration when braking.

Power is delivered through four 

high-powered independent in-

wheel motors, which provide 

optimal traction and immediate 

response.

Hyundai N 2025 Vision Gran Turismo Concept
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Rezvani Beast Speedster

California-based Rezvani has presented the Beast Speedster, a new version of the hand-built 

supercar styled by Samir Sadikhov, focused on handling performance.

The Beast Speedster takes 

inspiration from the lightweight, 

open-top sports car of the 1950s 

and 1960s and like the first Beast 

model introduced last year is 

based on the Ariel Atom chassis.

Thanks to the carbon fiber 

body the overall weight is 

limited to just 1,650 lbs

(750 kg), which enables 

a 0-60 mph time of 3.5 

seconds.

Compared to the 500 hp

powerplant of the Rezvani Beast, 

the Speedster is equipped with a 

300-horsepower 2.4-liter 

supercharged engine.

Like the sister model, the Beast Speedster was 

penned by Samir Sadikhov, a designer from 

Azerbaijan who also penned the recent Bulleta

Motors RF22.
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The interior features a 

minimalist leather padding 

which was added to the 

ultra-light carbon fiber 

seats, steering wheel, and 

shift knob. A four-point 

safety harness gives drivers 

assurance through every 

corner. Apple CarPlay

comes standard.

The Beast Speedster starts 

at $139,000. A third Beast 

variation will be 

announced later in the 

year.

The Rezvani

Beast and 

Beast 

Speedster 

are hand built 

in Orange 

County, 

California, in 

collaboration 

with technical

partner N2A 

Motor.

Rezvani Beast Speedster
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OZ launches ReDesign the Wheel competition

Italian alloy wheel maker OZ has launched an online competition asking participants to create a 

sporty after-market wheel. The deadline is 4 November 2015.

The contest, launched 

on the crowdsourcing 

platform Desall, asks 

to design a wheel 

capable of standing 

out in the current 

market while 

respecting the OZ’s 

design DNA, and 

suitable for a group of 

sporty models, 

ranging from the Golf 

7 GTI, to the Toyota 

GT 86, to the 

Mercedes-Benz A and 

CLA Class to the Alfa 

Romeo Giulietta

and Mito.

Participation is open to designers and creative 

talents of any nationality aged 18 years or older.

The winner will be selected by the OZ team based 

on originality, feasibility and brief consistency, 

and will receive a €2,500 cash prize.

Those interested in 

participating can find more 

information on the official 

competition page, including 

technical documentation 

and reference CAD 

drawings.
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DAuto Training Yield

More info about training:

Toll Free # 18001234011 

E-mail : training@dauto.co.in
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STUDENT’S CORNER
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